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ABSTRACT 
The image mosaicing is one of the most widely used techniques for semi-automated or automated recovery of original 
documents from ripped up documents. Reconstruction of hand torn paper documents is a challenging task in forensic and 
investigation sciences. There are a number of hard and soft constraints that must be observed while stitching images. It is an 
active research area in the fields of photogrammetric, computer vision, and computer graphics. In this paper, several 
approaches have been dealt to overcome image stitching problem which are summarized briefly. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Image Mosaicing is the process of reconstructing or stitching a single, continuous image from a set of separate or 
overlapped sub images in order to produce one large, high resolution composite. 
Documents store, organize and elucidate information for education, enlightenment and enrichment of civilization. 
Reconstruction of torn documents is essential to import information which has wide application in forensic sciences, art 
conservation, and archaeology. Documents get deteriorated due to insects, moisture, temperature, humidity, constant 
handling, obliteration and shredding. Shredding can be performed by machine or by hand. Manual reconstruction of 
shredded document is a time consuming job, needs hard work of experienced personals. Digitization makes the job 
easier. Automation of reconstruction through image processing algorithms yields effective solution.  
In mosaicing, as the matching is done between two fragments usually occurs over only a fraction of their corresponding 
contours, partial curve matching is must. Many methods have been proposed to solve this problem, which can be 
roughly divided into two categories based on whether the fragment contours are sampled uniformly or not. One is string 
matching- based methods, in which fragment contours are represented by uniformly sampled points. The other is 
feature-matching-based methods, where fragment contours are usually represented by critical points or polygonal 
approximations. To completely reconstruct the original object, a global technique is needed to eliminate the ambiguity 
resulting from local curve matching. The images can be captured by scanner, camera, mobile and many other sources.  
If the small images are obtained through flat bed scanners, image registration is less challenging because the 
overlapping part of two images  differ only by a 2D Euclidean translation (plus slight rotation, if any), and there is no 
perspective distortion. When cameras are used, it is still possible to work within similar conditions. Others facilitate 
this task with hardware support. For example, Nakao et al (1998) attach a downward looking video camera to a mouse 
such that displacements among images can be derived from mouse movement. Zappala et al (1999)  fixed a downward 
looking camera overhead, and moved a document on the desktop, which essentially mimics a scanner. The main 
weakness of either scanners or fixed cameras is their portability which brought the use of mobile phones in a less 
constrained environment.   

2. FEATURE DETECTING FOR EFFICIENT MATCHING 
Image registration and image blending are the two key components for imagem. The first aims at finding the geometric 
relationship between the to be mosaicked images, while the latter is concerned with creating a seamless composition. 
Image registration is the task of matching two or more images which is the central task of image mosaicing procedures. 
Thus, feature detection is the process of finding the transformation which aligns one image with another. There are two 
main approaches that has been exploited in the literature survey for feature detection. 
Feature-based approach: These methods rely on accurate detection of image features. Correspondences between 
features lead to computation of the camera motion which can be tested for alignment. In the absence of distinctive 
features, this kind of approach is likely to fail. This approach is suitable for the case that there is plenty supply of stable 
and detectable features. 
Featureless approach: When the motion between the two images is small, the motion parameters are estimated using 
optical flow. On the other hand, when the motion between the two images is large, the motion parameters are estimated 
using generalized cross-correlation.  
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3. FEATURE BASED APPROACH FOR IMAGE MOSAICING 
3.1 Simon T.Y. Suen, Edmund Y. Lam, and Kenneth K.Y. Wong (2006) 

Simon et al had proposed Image Mosaicing with Optimized Matching of Global and Local Contents. The Curvature-
domain image stitching approach given by them can successfully reduce the artifacts caused by photometric 
inconsistency and geometric misalignment problems. However, it would be computationally heavy if the whole mosaic 
region uses this method. So they came up with a new concept of separating the regions into two sub-regions, global and 
local, while getting their optimized matching with different energy functions. 
Images in the global sub region which usually has more pixels to be optimized apply a simpler energy function and thus 
it results in a coarser matching, followed by the fine matching with the curvature-domain method in the local sub 
region around the cutting curve which usually has fewer pixels and can result in a finer matching. This arrangement 
can balance the computational effort and the matching quality among the sub regions. In the first simulation, the tuning 
result is better if different optimized polynomials for the local and global contents were used. In the second simulation, 
they compared the method with the curvature-domain method. Then, they defined the overlap region as the local 
region. It has been found that both visual quality and computation time are improved. 
 3.2 Jari Hannuksela, Pekka Sangi Janne Heikkil¨a,   Xu Liu and   David Doermann (2007) 
Jari Hannuksela et al came up with Document Image Mosaicing with mobile phones. Mobile cameras enabled portable 
and non-contact image capture of any kind of document including thick books, text in scenes or wall mounted 
documents and they are more suitable for several scanning tasks in less constrained environment. 
The basic idea was to apply online camera motion estimation to the mobile phone to assist the user in the image 
scanning process. The user has to start the scanning by taking a high resolution image of some part of the document. 
Then, the user was asked to move the device to the next location. The scanning direction is not restricted. The camera 
motion was estimated during movement and the user was informed when the suitable overlap between images was 
achieved (for example 25 %).When the device motion is small enough, a new high resolution image is taken. The 
movement should be stopped because otherwise images are blurred. The mosaicing is based on robust estimator 
(RANSAC) with a feature point detector (SIFT). Graph based global alignment and bundle adjustment steps are 
performed in order to minimize image registration errors. Finally, warped images were blended to the mosaicing 
simple Gaussian weighting. 
It is a new technique for document image mosaics with mobile phones. Experiments confirmed that the method could 
be useful for many mobile applications such as camera based OCR. High-resolution images used for stitching may 
contain distortions which should be corrected before homography based stitching. 

3.3Nadège Rebière, Marie Flavie Auclair-   Fortier, François Deschênes (2008) 
Nad’ege Rebi’ere et al addressed the Image Mosaicing using Local Optical Flow Registration in which they proposed 
the use of optical flow in order to find a pixel wise registration in the overlapping region, which reducing ghost 
problems that  occurred due to local distortions. 
Optical flow works well for small displacements in the global transformations. So a multi resolution approach must be 
used which can reduce the displacements in coarser levels. The optical flow computation was implemented by a 
computational algebraic topology (CAT) approach which was highly robust to noise, and therefore avoided the 
computation of a Gaussian pyramid of images. CAT approach was based on heat diffusion combined with a rich image 
model which allows to consider the pixel not as a point, but as a surface with boundaries. 
On the contrary to other methods, which obtain global update matrices for the whole image, here an updated matrix for 
every pixel in the overlapping region was obtained, which resulted in a pixel by pixel registration. This algorithm 
provided a visually accurate registration and furnished very good results, clearer, having less misregistration errors 
than a similar approach without local adjustment. 

3.4 Edson Justino, Luiz S. Oliveria and Cinthia   Freitas (ELC) (2005) 

Edson Justino et al had explained the design and performance of ELC algorithm for reconstruction of hand shredded 
documents with specified tearing style. 
In the first stage, pre-processing of the scanned images of hand shredded document fragments which have irregularities 
in boundaries was done. Douglas Peucker (DP) polyline simplification algorithm was implemented on fragments 
contours, to get well defined, simplified polyline boundary with reduced irregularities. In the second stage, the vertices 
of the preprocessed and simplified polygon, was subjected to the feature extraction process. Feature extraction process 
computes features like Euclidean distance of the vertex with the previous vertex and Euclidean distance of the vertex 
with the next vertex and angle θ with respect to previous and next distances. In the next step, the features of the vertices 
extracted in the previous step determined the degree of matching possibility of any two fragments being compared i.e. 
the fragments are matched. Once the metric to find matching fragments had been determined, the process enters the 
reconstruction phase. The algorithm compared each fragment with all other fragments to find best matching as that 
match which maximizes matching. The fragments with maximum matching are merged to form a new fragment. 
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 3.5 Ramesh Babu, M. Ravishankar (2010) 
Ramesh Babu and Ravishankar brought the concept of Automatic Seamless Image Mosaicing Approach Based on 
Quad-tree Technique”.  In real life situations, it might not be possible to capture a large image with a given source of 
imaging device in a single exposure. It has to be captured as two or more split images due to the inherent limitations of 
the capturing media. In the paper, a new approach was used to create a single large image by adopting a quad-tree 
approach, where the image is decomposed into sub images to find the corresponding points in the sub images and 
thereby reducing the search space. 
The proposed algorithmic model for mosaicing split images had two phases: The first phase determined the 
correspondence points using quad-tree technique and the second phase was to merge the adjacent split images. The 
advantages with this approach were that it reduces the search space to a greater extent for finding correspondence 
between the split images. The complexity reduces to the order 2(log4(3n)-1). This paper provides good results for 
brightness changes in the split images and needs to be worked for contrast variations. 
 3.6   Kantilal P.Rane and S.G.Bhirud (2011) 
Kantilal P.Rane and Bhirud had given the concept of Image Mosaicing with Strip Search Algorithm based on a Novel 
Similarity Measure. It improves non-linearity, accuracy and vertical distortions possibly found in mosaic image. 
Strip Search Algorithm based on novel measure of Relative-Sum of the Squared Difference (R-SSD) was proposed to 
search particular strip of frame within its specified portion and it was used for normalization and simplification of some 
important steps of image mosaic. Steps like key frames selection, frames registration, their transformation and 
combination are suggested for mosaic creation. An optimal criterion was suggested for key frames selections. 
Hierarchical Seam Line Estimation and Vertical Strip Registration were introduced for precise image warping and 
distortion-less vertical transformation. 
The methodology used was found powerful for mosaic creation. Linearity, non-deformation property was clearly 
visualized through the proposed mosaic method. Suggested new measure of similarity works well for total process and 
found effective for this work. 

4.  FEATURELESS BASED APPROACH  FOR IMAGE MOSAICING 

4.1 Nagaraj B. Patil, V. M Viswanatha and Sanjay  Pande M. B (2011) 
The principle technique addressed by Nagaraj B. Patil et al (2011) for the mosaicing of torn documents image was the 
featureless image mosaicing technique which includes the two scanned fragments of the same torn documents such that 
the non-uniform sides face each other.  
The proposed approach for the mosaicing of the torn document image had few stages which involves both hardware 
and software components. In the first stage, the fragments which are scanned are taken as input to the algorithm which 
initially detects the boundary of each fragment and marks them explicitly. Further, two points from each fragment were 
selected along the edges of the non-uniform sides which acted as the reference points for the stitching of the two 
fragments In the next stage, the uniform and non-uniform boundary values  are recursively matched until the match is 
found and finally the matched fragments are translated and displayed.   The major advantage of this work is that, the 
algorithm can be applied on all kinds of document irrespective of its content. 
 4.2 Bernardo Esteves Pires and Pedro    M.Q.Aguiar (2005) 
Bernardo Esteves Pires and Pedro M.Q.Aguiar gave the Featureless global alignment of multiple images in which the 
problem of recovering, in an automatic way, a panoramic image from a set of uncalibrated partial views, e.g., a set of 
video frames had been addressed.  
In this paper, they tried to overcome the propagation errors that may be very severe, particularly when dealing with 
videos that show the same region at disjoint time intervals. In this approach, the input images are modeled as noisy 
observations of limited regions of the unknown panorama where we use Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimation. 
Thus this paper derived an efficient gradient descent algorithm to minimize the global cost that generalizes the current 
most robust two-frame featureless registration approaches. 
 4.3Ch.Rajesh Kumar, N.Nikhita, Santosh Roy,    V.V.S.Murthy (2012) 
Rajesh Kumar et al proposed an Image Stitching System using Featureless Registration and Minimal Blending. In this, 
they presented a complete system for stitching a sequence of still images with some amount of overlapping between 
every two successive images.  
There are three algorithms presented in this paper. First is a featureless registration method which handles rotation and 
translation between the images using phase correlation even under blur and noise. The overall complexity is dominated 
by FFT. The second is an efficient method of stitching of registered images; it removes the redundancy of pasting pixels 
in the overlapped regions between the images with the help of an empty canvas. The third contribution is a blending 
approach to remove the seams in the stitched output image and preserve the quality close to reality. The specialty with 
their ideas is that it adds quality and efficiency to the mosaicing process. 
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5. CONCLUSION 

After studying a number of papers related to image mosaicing, we concluded that Image registration and image 
blending are its two major components. Image registration aims at finding the geometric relationship between the to-
be-mosaicked images, while the image blending is concerned with creating a seamless composition. In mosaicing, as 
the matching is done between two fragments, usually occurs over only a fraction of their corresponding contours, 
partial curve matching is must. Many methods have been proposed to solve this problem, which can be roughly divided 
into two categories based on whether the fragment contours are sampled uniformly or not. One is string matching- 
based methods, in which fragment contours are represented by uniformly sampled points. The other is feature-
matching-based methods, where fragment contours are usually represented by critical points or Polygonal 
approximations. To completely reconstruct the original object, a global technique is needed to eliminate the ambiguity 
resulting from local curve matching.   
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